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/************ THIS IS A COMBINED MESSAGE ************/

BODY

COUNTRY: (U) GUATEMALA (GT).

SUBJ: IIR  UNEASINESS WITHIN GUATEMALAN ARMY OFFICERS OVER NEW MOD (U)

WARNING: (U) THIS IS AN INFORMATION REPORT, NOT FINALLY EVALUATED INTELLIGENCE. REPORT CLASSIFIED CONFIDENTIAL NOFORM.

----------------------------------
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

do: (U) 930615.
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REqs: (U) F

Source: (U)

Summary: (C/NT) An uneasiness exists throughout the Officers Corps because of the appointment of General ((Perussina)) as MOD. Such a negative attitude by officers towards Perussina does not bode well for his future as MOD.

Text: 1. (C/NT) The country had successfully survived the Autogolpe Crisis. His satisfaction with the outcome of the crisis, especially the congressional election of the Human Rights Ombudsman, Ramiro ((De Leon)) Carpio as President. He was saddened by the retirement of the former MOD, Major General Jose Domingo ((Garcia)) Samayoa, who described as a very fine officer. The however, criticized Garcia's role during the Autogolpe, especially his support to ex-Vice President ((Espina's)) claim to the presidency during the second week of the crisis. Garcia had been adly counseled concerning the advisability of supporting Espina, and that in the end, General Garcia "sacrificed" his career for the institution by pulling support from Espina, as he did not want to see the officer corps divided any further.

2. (C/NT) The officers corps had become a 'time bomb' during the crisis, as they did not support the high command's initial position toward the Autogolpe, nor did they support the solution of Espina for President. Even today, most officers stationed outside the capital are unaware of the role directorate of intelligence officers played in convincing the top generals that the country had to return immediately to constitutional rule.

3. (C/NT) Because of the role played by General Jorge Roberto ((Perussina)) as an initial supporter of the Autogolpe, he too should have left the army and gone into retirement. Perussina's selection as MOD has caused a general uneasiness throughout the officers corps. There probably still exists a division within the family of intelligence officers as a result of the opposing positions taken by General Luis Francisco ((Ortega)) Menaldo and Colonel Otto ((Perez))
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MOLINA DURING THE CRISIS.

There had been certain intelligence officers carrying out what were illegal activities in the name of intelligence which have since come to a stop due to this split among them.

Comments:
PERSIURA'S RISE TO MINISTER OF DEFENSE HAS NOT BEEN WELL RECEIVED BY THE OFFICERS CORPS. FOR THE IMAGE OF PERSIURA THIS IS QUITE A TURNAROUND, FOR BEFORE THE CRISIS, PERSIURA WAS SEEN BY MOST AS THE NATURAL SUCCESSOR TO GEN GARCIA. THIS NEW AND NEGATIVE ATTITUDE OF THE OFFICERS TOWARD PERSIURA DOES NOT BODE WELL FOR HIS FUTURE AS MOD, AS IT WILL MAKE IT ALL THE EASIER FOR THE PRESIDENT TO REMOVE HIM WHEN HE WISHES.
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